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When Volatility Ensues
Billy Schmohl | VP, Investment Information, Alamo Capital
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The past six years has been an
anomaly to this traditionally
perceived theory, as has been
reflected by the impact of
quantitative easing. Think: free
money. By injecting funds into the
treasury and mortgage markets,
the Fed has helped prices rally, and
has kept yields low, in efforts to
stimulate the economy. Meanwhile,
investors pursued their risk-on trade,
and markets across the globe rallied
as an unprecedented amount of
funds flowed into global capital
markets as borrowing costs were at
or near all time lows. Any indication
that this free money environment
could come to an end sends shivers
down the spines of risk-on traders
especially with the volatility spikes
we have seen over the past couple
of months.
The Federal Reserve is a predictably
unpredictable beast. They have a
dual mandate of focusing on healthy
employment and price stability.
That’s it. Theoretically, the Fed is able
to aid and provide stability to both
mandates through accommodative
or restrictive monetary policies; in
essence, by manipulating interest
rates. The last Federal Funds Rate
hike occurred in 2006, meaning
they have spent the past nine years
being accommodative. Such efforts
have been unprecedented and
have proven one practical point:
we cannot control inflation and
employment as well as we once
thought through monetary policy.
We have very weak inflation, and
while the unemployment rate may
be near the full employment rate
of 5%, it poorly reflects the labor
market weakness including the U-6
unemployment rate at 10.3%, and
the labor participation rate near a
four decade low.

Fed Chair, Janet Yellen, has put forth
a pledge of transparency. She has
indicated that moves in the Federal
Funds Rate will be gradual and
data dependent. She cares more
about employment than she does
inflation, and her efforts should
reflect the need to increase the labor
participation rate, increase wages,
and reduce underemployment.
If accomplished, inflation should
move towards the Fed’s preferred
level. Such efforts may require
more creativity from the Fed, and
may unpredictably contribute to
increased volatility.
This report is prepared for general circulation
and is for informational purposes only. It is
not intended as an offer or solicitation for the
purchase or sale of any financial instrument
or service. Market prices and other data may
be obtained from outside sources and is not
warranted as to completeness or accuracy.
Past performance does not guarantee future
results. Any comments, statements and/or
recommendations made herein are subject to
change without notice. Prices, yields, ratings
and availability subject to change. Broker Dealer
Member FINRA SIPC.

GIOA is now
accepting
sponsorships
for the 12th
Annual GIOA
Conference.
Form can be
accessed
through the link
on the Events
page at
www.gioa.us.
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Fun
Fact$

• The penny was the
first currency in the
United States. The
original penny was
five times heavier
and 50 percent
larger than the
penny today.
• The word “Twenty”
appears on the $20
bill four times on
the front and once
on the back.
• The largest
denomination of
banknote ever
issued in the USA
was the $100,000
gold certificate
printed in 1934. It
was never placed
into circulation. It
was issued only to
Federal Reserve
Banks.

WHO KNEW?
GIOA Update — Fall 2015

Online Registration for the 2016 GIOA
Conference will be available soon, but in
order to become acquainted with what
GIOA has to offer, we invite you to visit
the “Events” page at www.GIOA.US
to view last year’s agenda, attendee
lists, and the posted presentations. The
2016 conference agenda will be available
early Fall, but we will again offer NASBA
eligible CPE credits and will include an allday Pre-Conference Workshop for government
members only on Wednesday, a Welcome Reception for all attendees that
evening, and a “NCAA Basketball” Party on Thursday evening. The main
sessions run all day Thursday and conclude Friday at 11:00 am.

Hotel Reservations

Call 1.800.311.8999 or visit
https://resweb.passkey.com/go/XGIOA16 to make
your reservation. There’s a limited block of rooms
and a deadline of February 22, 2016, so please
book early. You need to mention the group code
XGIOA16 to receive the room rate of $78 for a
standard room or $130 for a Monaco Suite (both
with a $25 resort fee).
10655 Park Run Drive, Suite 120, Las Vegas, Nevada 89144
702.489.8993 • www.GIOA.us
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How New Regulations Could
Affect Your Liquidity Management
Michael Berkowitz | Citi Head of North America Liquidity and Corporate Market Management
Michael Brady | Citi North America Liquidity Market Management
Ashley Swiggett | Citi North America Liquidity Market Management
Regulatory measures, especially those arising from Basel
of this year and will be phased in over time. Although the
III, have become increasingly important to financial
Basel III proposal provided for the minimum LCR rise from
services providers and their clients. These regulatory
60% to 100% in 10% increments per year, completing on
measures have major implications for Public Sector
January 1, 2019, the U.S. rule calls for a faster timetable
liquidity management. While US Public Sector entities
that calls for completion by January 1, 2017.
have traditionally invested
The net effect of LCR is that
primarily in collateralized bank
deposits will be treated differently
deposits, agencies and treasuries,
– i.e., will have different assumed
they may need to consider making
These capital and
outflow determinations - by
greater use of a wider set of
sector and deposit type. Banks
investment vehicles going forward.
liquidity requirements
will view operating deposits,
Two of the principle objectives of
which are defined as funds that
Basel III are to increase the capital
facilitate transactional flows,
are intended to
that banks hold and banks will
and fully insured deposits more
need to hold, and to enhance the
favorably because the runoff
strengthen
the
overall
liquidity of banks by requiring
assumptions for those deposits
them to hold sufficient high
will be lower. Operational services
quality liquid assets (“HQLA”) to
include cash management
banking system to
cover their expected outflows
functions, such as payments
over a 30-day period. These capital
and clearing, among other
withstand possible
and liquidity requirements are
transactional activities.
intended to strengthen the overall
Understanding How Public
banking system to withstand
future market stress
Sector Short-term Deposits
possible future market stress
Will be Valued
events. As a result, banks are
events.
Under the US LCR rule, shortreevaluating how they deploy their
term operating deposits that are
balance sheet. Uncollateralized
not insured will be assumed to
deposits that are insured, linked to
have a 25% runoff, which means
cash management activity, or that
that 25% of the deposits are likely to be withdrawn
have longer tenures, will become more favorable from
over 30 days in the event of extreme market stress and
a regulatory liquidity perspective. Whereas uninsured
therefore must be covered by HQLA owned by the bank.
overnight, non-operating, or collateralized deposits, will
Conversely, insured retail deposits are viewed as more
be far less favorable.
favorable, due to the backstop of the FDIC, receiving an
Liquidity Coverage Ratio:
assumed runoff of only 3%. FDIC insurance only covers
The Changing Value of Deposits
the first $250,000 in the U.S. per depositor or legal entity;
Basel III’s liquidity ratio requirements, as implemented in
however, a “For Benefit Of” (FBO) structure can be put in
the final Liquidity Coverage Ratio (“LCR”) rule adopted by
place to maximize insurance for deposits with multiple
the US banking regulators, change the value of different
types of deposits. LCR went into effect at the beginning
Continued on page 5
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underlying owners. Of the different types of operating
accounts, Earnings Credit Rate (ECR) accounts are
particularly desirable to banks, due to their direct linkage
to operating activities.
Deposits that are not required to support operational
services will be considered excess. These balances are
assigned a 40% runoff rate. Alternatively, non-operating,
insured deposits assume a 20% runoff, due to limited
counterparty exposure.
The highest LCR value is provided to term deposits that
have a remaining maturity of greater than 30 days (0%
runoff ), followed by insured, operating deposits which
are fully covered by FDIC insurance in an FBO structure.
For example, these types of structures can be used by
employee retirement systems where the system holds
cash for multiple employees. If 2,000 employees in the
system have a balance of $250,000 or less, that would
allow for FDIC insurance on the entire balances up to
$500 million. Since these accounts rely on FDIC insurance
and do not require collateral, they will attract higher
yields and when tied to operational activity will have an
LCR run off factor of 5%.
Deposits that require HQLA collateral will receive an
assumed 0% runoff, due to mitigation of counterparty
exposure. However, deposits collateralized with US
Treasuries encumber HQLA assets, resulting in a net
negative impact on LCR, and therefore will attract
very low yields. Public Sector entities that choose to
collateralize with Municipal Bonds (25-40% run-off ) may
receive slightly better treatment since Municipals are
not currently considered HQLA, but they also attract low
yields. The Volcker Rule also complicates the holding
of Treasuries and Municipal Bonds by mandating all
securities be held for at least 60 days, or considering
them to be part of a ‘trading’ portfolio. Another form of
collateral commonly used is a Federal Home Loan Bank
(FHLB) Letter of Credit. This is not considered a security
and therefore neither inflates a bank’s balance sheet nor
is it subject to the Volcker Rule. However, they are costly
to issue and FHLB-collateralized balances will still attract
relatively low yields.
New regulatory rules make holding collateralized
balances increasingly punitive for banks. It is likely that
it will be increasingly difficult to find banks willing to
hold collateralized deposits. Many entities have started
investing in uncollateralized A-rated bank deposits,
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money funds and FDIC sweep products. Where collateral
remains necessary, we expect that Public Sector entities
will consider allowing banks to leverage Municipal bonds
or FHLB Letters of Credit or lower the collateral margin
required.

Future Outlook for Public Sector Entities
In order to encourage entities to maintain regulatory
friendly balances, banks are likely to offer discounted
fees for holding uncollateralized operating balances, or
by providing higher rates to those clients who also have
transactional business with the bank.
Public Sector entities may want to reexamine
their investment policies to allow for A-rated
non-collateralized bank deposits, alternative forms
of collateral, 31+ day structures or off-balance sheet
instruments to achieve short-term investment objectives.
As a result of these regulatory changes, entities
should consider closely with their banking partners
to understand the implications of the new regulatory
framework.

GIOA past president and
current board member

Laura Glenn
will be presenting on the topic

“Investment pools and
management of those pools”
at an event being held on
November 11-13, 2015
Center for State and Local Finance
Andrew Young School
of Policy Studies
Georgia State University
More information available at:
http://cslf.gsu.edu/training/
treasury-investmentmanagement/
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The Hunt for Debt October:
Treasury Moves X Date to
November 3 — Platinum Coin and 14th
Amendment Now Possible
Chris Krueger | Guggenheim Securities
Two important debt ceiling developments: 1) Treasury
has pulled the debt ceiling X date up to November 3
from November 5 in a letter from Treasury Secretary
Lew to Speaker Boehner, and; 2) Senate Republicans
are preparing a list of “demands” to raise the debt
ceiling, including significant entitlement reforms
(move to a Social Security and
Medicare Chained CPI, means
testing of Medicare, and other
deficit reduction items that were
previously endorsed in Obama’s
budgets) as well as policy riders
(halting EPA decisions and
perhaps the NLRB Joint Employer
ruling). Given that respected
nonpartisan organizations like
the CBO and the Bipartisan
Policy Center put the actual X
Date closer to November 13, we
suspect that this is more about
forcing a political resolution under
Boehner’s watch than anything.
This could backfire and cause
even deeper resentment among
the GOP who have always been
suspicious of Lew’s debt ceiling
management. At the end of the
day, we do not see Obama giving
the GOP anything to raise the debt
ceiling: the “de-weaponization” of the debt ceiling is a
major legacy item. That means a clean debt ceiling raise
when all is said and done – or Obama raising the debt
ceiling by fiat (either 14th Amendment or Platinum Coin
– see below). We place 40% probability for some kind of
accident that would keep Congress from raising the debt
ceiling in time due to brinkmanship, procrastination,
or political gridlock. We believe the debt ceiling will be
raised in November, but we are basing that on nothing
more than blind faith and would remind investors who

shrug at another debt ceiling “boy cried wolf” charade
that, at the end of the book, the wolf eats the boy.
Lew Letter to Boehner. “Over the past two weeks,
Treasury has continued to receive information about
daily receipts, investments, and expenditures. The trend
in our projected net resources
has continued to be negative,
and our projections for the
relevant period have declined an
additional $4-6 billion,” Lew said
in his letter. “Based on our best
and most recent information, we
now estimate that extraordinary
measures will be exhausted no
later than Tuesday, November 3.
At that point, we expect Treasury
would be left with less than $30
billion to meet all of the nation’s
commitments - an amount far
short of net expenditures on
certain days, which can be as high
as $60 billion.”

We seriously

question the

arithmetic and

political capital to
raise the

debt ceiling

in October…
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Math Is Hard. We seriously
question the arithmetic and
political capital to raise the debt
ceiling in October before (in
theory and likely practice) John
Boehner resigns as Speaker and a new House GOP
leadership takes over that is far more confrontational
and Tea Party centric. The last debt ceiling raise was in
February 2014 and passed the House by the tightest of
margins 221-201 (218 needed) with only 28 Republicans
voting in favor. Nine of those 28 Republicans are no
longer in Congress, the GOP gained an additional 13
seats from rock-ribbed conservative seats, and only
seven Republicans are retiring who can generally
Continued on page 7
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be counted on to take tough votes – and there is no
tougher political vote than raising the debt ceiling
(recall then-Senators Obama’s, Clinton’s, Biden’s, and
Kerry’s no votes when George W Bush was President).
If Pelosi can bring all 188 Democrats, Boehner needs a
bare minimum of 30 GOP votes but at best only has 19
in his proverbial pocket from the previous vote total.
The Senate arithmetic is also challenging. Assuming
that Harry Reid can deliver all 46 Democratic Senators,
at least 14 Republicans will be needed to break what
is an all but guaranteed filibuster (see: Cruz, Ted). 23 of
the 54 Senate Republicans are either running for Senate
reelection or President with only Sen. Dan Coats (R-IN)
retiring from politics. Mitch McConnell then has to get
12 of the 31 not running in 2016. That is no small order.
And it will take A LOT of time – at least five days provided
all the procedural hurdles are placed in front of what
will be billed by the Tea Party and talk radio as a total
capitulation by the Republican Establishment/Surrender
Caucus. Count us as skeptical that this is all going to
happen before November 5. And if it does, you still have
December 11 to deal with. Winter Is Coming.
14th Amendment. Given the wave of executive actions
since the midterms, this is not as crazy as it sounds (an
admittedly low bar in Washington). The debt ceiling
forcing mechanism could be demolished if Obama
invoked the “constitutional option” and unilaterally
raised the debt ceiling. Among other things, the 14th
Amendment of the Constitution states the validity of
the public debt shall not be questioned. Under this
option, Obama would invoke the 14th Amendment
and unilaterally raise the debt ceiling – a move that was
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encouraged by former President Clinton during the
summer of 2011 in the height of the debt ceiling stare
down. This option would trigger a wave of lawsuits and
a likely Supreme Court decision. The White House has
been adamant that they do not want to compound a
potential economic crisis with a likely constitutional
crisis. The biggest problem with going this route would
be to – in effect – set up two tranches of Treasuries.
Those that are not subject to a legal challenge (issued
under the old debt ceiling) and Treasuries that are
subject to a legal challenge, which would likely trade at a
discount. This is an unlikely end result, but one that could
happen if we get past the X-date without Congressional
action.
Platinum Coin. This is even more theoretical than the
Constitutional Option, though some argue that it is a
stronger legal option. There are limits on how much
paper money the United States can circulate and rules
that govern coinage on gold, silver, and copper. BUT,
the Treasury has broad discretion on coins made from
platinum. The theory goes that the U.S. Mint would
create a handful of trillion dollar (or more) platinum
coins. The President would then order the coins
deposited at the Fed, who would then put the coin(s)
in the Treasury, who can now pay all their bills and a
default is removed from the equation. The effects on
the currency market and inflation are unclear, to say the
least. You would also likely trigger a wave of lawsuits
similar to the Constitutional Option and create two
tranches of Treasuries. We do not see the platinum coin
option as a viable solution.
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Who Am I?
Garret Sloan | Wells Fargo Securities, LLC
Vanessa Hubbard | Wells Fargo Securities, LLC
Joseph Drechsler | Wells Fargo Securities, LLC
In the stage production of Les Misérables, after learning
of an innocent man accused of the crimes he himself is
guilty of, Jean Valjean poses the introspective question
“Who am I?” Moments later Valjean announces that he is
the man in question, despite the consequences. Similarly,
many public entity investors would do well to pose a
similar question, and recognize the kind of investors they
are, and whether their investment behavior matches the
investing style they profess to follow.
GASB 31, the accounting rule designed to prevent public
entity investors from engaging in those transactions
that sent Orange County into bankruptcy in 1994,
requires that portfolios price securities based on the
mark-to-market value at fiscal year-end. Consequently,
rate and spread movements appear to impact the
realized returns for these investors, yet in reality, most
are “buy and hold” by policy, or by statute. Gains and
losses at specific reporting dates are rarely realized. It is
uncommon to find a public entity investor authorized to
exploit market inefficiencies to realize gains, or improve
portfolio performance by redeploying cash out of an
underperforming asset into a better performing one.
Without this flexibility, investors are left with potentially
contradictory goals of either maximizing realized returns
or maximizing total (including unrealized) returns, each
of which may generate a different optimal investment
strategy. So where does that leave public entity
investors in selecting investments that best reflect their
true investment philosophy? Are metrics like total return,
interest-rate volatility and sharpe ratio less meaningful
in a portfolio whose expected sources of liquidity
are coupon payments, principal maturities and early
redemptions? Are investors with a total return mandate
compensated for the optionality sold when purchasing
a fixed-rate callable security or step-up callable? As a
total return investor, one should consider the portfolio’s
volatility exposure and minimize its downside given the
impact on unrealized security price movements. But
most public entity investors are relatively agnostic to
volatility either in terms of call risk (reinvestment risk) or
extension risk (cashflow risk). Why is that? Our belief is
that such price movements are minor because once a
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security is
purchased,
it is held until
maturity.
For buy-and-hold investors, while
total return and volatility measurements
are important, they give way to other
metrics when viewed through the lens
of realized returns, which represent
the actual cashflow that funds payrolls,
makes debt service payments, and meets
other periodic cash needs (periodic or
cumulative income). In the framework of
buy-and-hold, selling securities to fund
outflows may not be an option except
in an emergency, and regarded as
a mistake rather than a strategic
decision. By contrast, maximizing
periodic or cumulative
is generally viewed as
constructive cashflow/liquidity
management.
Cashflow forecasting is
essential in buy-and-hold
investment analysis. Assuming
immediate cashflow needs are
identified and managed properly,
maintaining portfolio positions during bouts
of market volatility is generally one of the marking
characteristics. During the same periods, a total return
investor may opportunistically look for price movements
to buy or sell. For buy-and-hold investors, then, return
is primarily a function of yield and cumulative income,
rather than a search for total return.
Continued on page 9
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3-Year Bullet

0

+100

+200

+300

Total Return

2.371

1.350

0.345

-0.645

Income Return

1.850

1.861

1.873

1.885

Price Return

0.522

-0.511

-1.529

-2.531

0

+100

+200

+300

Total Return

0.315

1.765

0.733

-0.298

Income Return

0.315

2.079

2.090

2.100

Price Return

0.000

-0.314

-1.356

-2.398

0

+100

+200

+300

Total Return

0.184

1.203

2.240

1.399

Income Return

0.184

1.203

2.245

2.255

Price Return

0.000

0.000

-0.005

-0.856

0

+100

+200

+300

Total Return

0.739

1.393

2.062

2.742

Income Return

0.660

1.556

2.457

3.366

Price Return

0.079

-0.162

-0.395

-0.624

1.125% Coupon

3Y/3M Callable
1.100% Coupon

3Y/3M Step Up
0.750% Coupon

3Y Agency Floater
0.325% Coupon

Source: Wells Fargo Securities, BondEdge

This investment mindset may help investors. In tables
1-4 above, we identify four agency securities and their
performance based on income return and total return
in various interest rate scenarios. These interest-rate
movements take place over 24 months. The security with
the best performance differs based on one’s interest
rate outlook and preference of total return or realized
return. We selected structures with a three-year final
maturity: fixed-rate bullet, fixed-rate callable, step-up
callable and floating-rate bullet, analyzing each based on
interest return and total return with a cash reinvestment
assumption.
In the flat rate scenario, both callable securities are
projected to be called after their initial lockout periods,
and the floating-rate security’s underlying reference
rate remains flat. In this scenario, the bullet security
outperforms.
In the +100 rate scenario, the likelihood of the step-up
being called remains high, while the probability of the
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fixed-rate callable being called is lower. In this scenario,
the fixed callable performs best followed by the bullet,
the floater and lastly the step-up on both income and
total return basis.
In the +200 rate scenario, the analysis begins to deviate
based on the performance metric. In the income-centric
analysis, the floating-rate security performs best, but
from a total return perspective, the step-up outperforms.
This is primarily due to the floater experiencing a slightly
higher unrealized loss. This price underperformance
is partly a function of the timing of the coupon step
and the floater reset. So depending on an investor’s
sensitivity to unrealized gains or losses, the decision
rule might change. However, from an actual cashflow
perspective, the floater provides more realized coupon
income.
Lastly, in the +300 scenario, the analysis transitions in
favor of the floater. On both a total return basis and
income basis, the floater has the highest return followed
by the step-up callable, the fixed-rate callable and the
bullet.
The results illustrate that there is an interest-rate path
that will encourage an investor to purchase a specific
security. Only in the narrowest interest rate path scenario
does the step-up security outperform for both realized
and unrealized returns. When focused on income which
most buy-and-hold investors favor, the crossover moves
from the fixed-rate callable to the floater.
However, the step-up security does not represent the
entire universe, but based on our analysis, there is only
a narrow window in which this step-up is attractive.
Step up analysis is more complicated with rising rates.
Moreover, the attractiveness of a step-up in any scenario
is largely based on whether the investor considers both
realized and unrealized returns. For income-centric
investors, the step-up underperforms in every scenario,
while in a total-return construct the step-up maintains
a narrow advantage in the +200 rate scenario. Like
Jean Valjean, we recommend that investors pose the
introspective question, who am I? A total return investor?
Or an income-centric investor? In answering this
question, investors will remain more closely aligned with
portfolio goals.

Continued on page 10
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information. The information in this report has been obtained or derived
from sources believed by Wells Fargo Securities, LLC to be reliable, but Wells
Fargo Securities, LLC does not represent that this information is accurate or
complete. Any opinions or estimates contained in this report represent the
judgment of Wells Fargo Securities, LLC at this time and are subject to change
without notice. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC and its affiliates may from time
to time provide advice with respect to, acquire, hold or sell a position in, the
securities or instruments named or described in this report.
About Wells Fargo Securities
Wells Fargo Securities is the trade name for the capital markets and investment
banking services of Wells Fargo & Company and its subsidiaries, including
but not limited to Wells Fargo Securities, LLC, a member of NYSE, FINRA, NFA
and SIPC, Wells Fargo Prime Services, LLC, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC,
and Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. Wells Fargo Securities, LLC and Wells Fargo Prime
Services, LLC are distinct entities from affiliated banks and thrifts.
SECURITIES: NOT FDIC-INSURED/NOT BANK-GUARANTEED/MAY LOSE VALUE
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